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JAForlines (JFG) has partnered with Alta Trust Company to deliver the Global Tactical Allocation 
investment strategy for retirement plans in a Collective Investment Trust (CIT). The objective of the 
portfolio is to manage risk through tactical allocation across asset classes, sectors and regions.  The 
portfolio seeks to provide long-term capital appreciation through a globally diversified portfolio.

JFG believes that diversifying assets globally while actively managing the asset mix in response to 
changing market conditions is critical to both short and long-term success. JFG implements this 
strategy through the use of liquid, low-cost exchange-traded funds (ETFs).

While JFG devotes primary attention and research to the long-term secular view, the firm’s portfolios 
are tactically managed in response to changes in shorter-term economic, business and credit cycles. 
These tactical shifts are instrumental in avoiding large drawdowns in asset prices as seen in the past 
13 years.

JAForlines Global Tactical Allocation portfolios are designed to be core, long-term investments, pre-
senting growth potential and risk management across all asset classes. This strategy is designed to 
lower costs and volatility, while producing long-term capital appreciation. 

“We can make currency, regional, sector, and volatility plays anywhere 
in the world without having to buy individual stocks and bonds on in-
dividual exchanges. In addition, ETFs are a lot more cost efficient and 
we can build portfolios at a fraction of the cost of other portfolios.”

- John Forlines III -

“Fee-based financial advisors are grappling with the fallout from the crash of 2008 and see tactical asset 
management as the way to navigate the current market, according to a survey of 750 advisors…

About 50% of the advisors said they are turning to tactical management, and 68% are feeling pressure to re-
vise their asset management strategy. 66% of the advisors said their clients are more confident with a tactical 
strategy, while only 34% said their clients are more confident with a traditional buy-and-hold strategy.” 

- MONEY MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVE -



Global Tactical Allocation Fund
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
JAForlines Global (JFG) Global Tactical Allocation Fund seeks to
 1) Provide long-term capital appreciation with low standard deviation
 2) Reduce downside risk while delivering quality returns in favorable market conditions. 

INVESTMENT PROCESS
JAForlines has a comprehensive strategy based on top-down, macro analysis that uses global allocation strategies similar 
to the U.S. large endowment model. JFG believes that global asset allocation is critical for dollar based investors, particu-
larly since over 60% of the world’s equity market capitalization exists outside the U.S.  JFG seeks the right mix among 
equity, fixed income and alternatives through a rigorous macro research methodology. 

JFG has been an innovator in strategically employing ETFs as a major component of this investment process and be-
lieves that ETF selection is especially critical, given the growth of ETFs in the global markets. JFG focuses on long-term 
secular themes for investment of fund assets and, at the same time, tactically manages these funds in response to changes 
in economic, business and credit cycles.

G.A.M.E.
is a Synthesis of “Best Practices”

GLOBAL: The global landscape is constantly evolving and presents investors with a wide range of 
opportunities to invest abroad. Our portfolio tactically invests across U.S. and international equities, 
bonds, and alternatives, as well as cash.

ACTIVE: While taking a long-term view of the market, we tactically adjust the portfolio in re-
sponse to changes in shorter-term business and credit cycles. This active management strategy allows 
us to respond to market conditions by allocating across asset classes in response to economic consid-
erations.

MACRO: Our top-down analysis emphasizes fundamental credit-driven research to identify 
economic trends that enable us to take advantage of investment opportunities around the globe.

ENDOWMENT: JFG’s framework is similar to that of the U.S. large endowment model that has 
historically been available only to institutional investors. We give clients the opportunity to obtain ex-
posure to all three major asset classes in one separately managed account or Collective Investment Trust.



For more information about this fund, including a legal description, participation agreement and a declaration of trust, please call:

©  2013 ALTA TRUST

JAForlines Global (JFG) became registered with the SEC as a Registered Investment Advisor on 5/15/09. 
The portfolio was previously managed under Core Asset Management, where John Forlines III and Jack 
Mayberry served as co-principal investment officers over all portfolios. JAForlines Global is a spin-off from 
Core’s institutional business and Mr. Forlines continues to serve as the co-principal investment officer over 
the composite, with Mr. Mayberry as Senior Advisor. Policies for calculating performance and preparing 
compliant presentations are available upon request.

JAForlines Global 
63 Forest Avenue, Suite 1, Locust Valley, NY  11560
Phone: (516) 609-3370 • Email: sales@jaforlines.com

Alta Trust
10375 Park Meadows Drive, Suite 525, Lone Tree, CO  80124

Phone: (303) 996-3781 • Toll Free: (866) 516-4015 • Email: info@trustalta.com

Alta Trust is an innovative financial services firm that 
acts as trustee for collective investment funds which  
feature unique money managers.  The professionals at 
Alta Trust have been working with qualified plans 
for over three decades and have knowledge and  
expertise in administering collective investment funds 
traded through the NSCC.  Alta Trust provides daily  
oversight of all fund trading activity and accounting, as 
well as annual auditing of the fund to assure accurate and  
reliable account balances.  As trusted partners, we work 
side by side with money managers to deliver a truly 
unique investment solution.

JAForlines Global Investment Management (JFG) is a New York based 
Registered Investment Advisor. JFG specializes in separately managed 
accounts, Collective Investment Funds for retirement accounts, and  
private label funds for select Independent Registered Investment Advisors. 
Performance presented prior to May 1, 2009 was generated while affiliated 
with a prior firm. The investment decision-making process has remained 
intact and has been applied consistently since inception.
 
Gross composite returns are calculated gross of investment manage-
ment fees and net of investment trading expenses and underlying fund 
costs. Composite returns are calculated monthly using the time weighted  
total rate of return methodology. Monthly returns are geometrically linked 
to calculate quarterly and annual returns. The calculation methodologies 
have been consistent over time. No leverage, derivatives, or shorts are 
used. The composite strategy is to provide diversified exposure to various  
asset classes such as equities, fixed income, and alternatives utilizing liquid 
exchange traded products. Past performance is not indicative of future 
results. A copy of the verification letter is available upon request.


